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SATURDAY, JANUARY 21 – THIRD ROUND 

Garcia won their only previous meeting at Roland Garros in 2021 in straight-sets… Since June 2022 Garcia has won 39 
Tour-level matches …  Garcia began last season ranked No.74…. Among those in the third round, Garcia (43) has the 
second most Grand Slam appearances; only Azarenka (59) has made more appearances…Siegemund has advanced to 
the third round for the fourth time in her career and second time at the Australian Open (also 3r in 2016, her best result 
here)… Siegemund is ranked No.24 in doubles… Garcia is 14-1 in her last 15 matches vs. opponents ranked outside the 
Top 100… The last time a player ranked outside the Top 150 advanced to the R16 at the Australian Open was 2017 (No.188 
Mona Barthel, 4r as a qualifier) 

 

This is their ninth meeting; for Sabalenka it is the most meetings against an opponent and the six wins is tied for most 
against an opponent (also 6 vs. Nina Stojanovic)… For Mertens this is tied for the most meetings against an opponent (also 
9 meetings vs. Sakkari)… Sabalenka opened 2023 campaign with title run at Adelaide 1…Mertens owns five hard-court 
titles, including three on Australian soil… Mertens made Australian Open singles SF in 2018 and was crowned doubles 
champion in 2021 (w/Sabalenka)… With a win, Sabalenka would equal her best Australian Open result (also 2020, 2021)… 
Mertens is 2-7 vs. Top 5 ranked opponents at the Slams with both wins on hardcourts over No.4 Svitolina (2018 Australian 
Open) and No.4 Kenin (2020 US Open)… Sabalenka has won six doubles titles, including five with Mertens 

 

This is their sixth meeting and first since 2019 Fed Cup…  Last week Bencic lifted her seventh career title at Adelaide 2… 
On Monday Bencic returned to Top 10 for first time since 2021…Giorgi owns 16 Top 10 wins, including a 2-8 record at 
Grand Slams… This is Giorgi’s 42nd Grand Slam appearance; she has reached the R16 four times; the Australian Open 
is the only Slam Giorgi has not yet reached the R16… Bencic’s best result at the Australian Open has been reaching the 
R16 in 2016 

 

 

LAURA SIEGEMUND (GER #158) 
Head-to-Head 

1-0 
[4] CAROLINE GARCIA (FRA #4) 

[5] ARYNA SABALENKA (#5) 
Head-to-Head 

6-2 
[26] ELISE MERTENS (BEL #32) 

CAMILA GIORGI (ITA #70) 
Head-to-Head 

2-3 
[12] BELINDA BENCIC (SUI #10) 
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Alexandrova won the most recent meeting at 2022 Charleston in straight-sets… Linette owns six Top-20 wins, including 
her second round win over Kontaveit… Alexandrova is currently sitting at a career-high No.18 in the WTA rankings… The 
winner will advance to the fourth round at a Slam for the first time in their respective careers… Alexandrova is making her 
seventh Australian Open appearance and has equaled her best result at a Slam, including twice at Australian Open (2020, 
2021)… Linette is making her seventh visit to the R32 

 

Pliskova is a former World No.1 and two-time Grand Slam finalist (2016 US Open, 2021 Wimbledon)… Pliskova withdrew 
from last year’s tournament with right hand injury… Gracheva is trying to reach the R16 at a Slam for the first time in her 
career… Pliskova has reached the SF at all four Slams, including 2019 Australian Open 

 

This is their first meeting… Vondrousova defeated World No.2 Jabeur in the second round, her fifth career Top 5 win… 
Fruhvirtova also reached second round on Grand Slam debut at 2022 US Open… Fruhvirtova contested the junior 
competition at Melbourne Park in 2020… At 17 years, 273 days, Fruhvirtova is the youngest woman remaining in the draw; 
she is the fifth player 17 or younger to reach the R32 at the Australian Open since 2010 joining Coco Gauff (2020, 4r), 
Amanda Anisimova (2019, 4r), Marta Kostyuk (2018, 3r) and Madison Keys (2013, 3r) 

 

Making her sixth Grand Slam main draw appearance, Parrizas Diaz is through to the third round at the Australian Open for 
the second consecutive year (last year she reached third round via walkover)… Vekic has reached the R16 at all four 
Slams, including 2021 Australia Open; her best Slam result came at 2019 US Open (QF)… Parrizas Diaz is the fourth 
oldest player to reach the third round; only Siegemund (34), Zhang Shuai (34) and Azarenka (33) are older  

  

[19] EKATERINA ALEXANDROVA (#18) 
Head-to-Head 

1-1 
MAGDA LINETTE (POL #45) 

VARVARA GRACHEVA (#97) 
Head-to-Head 

0-0 
[30] KAROLINA PLISKOVA (CZE #31) 

LINDA FRUHVIRTOVA (CZE #82) 
Head-to-Head 

0-0 
MARKETA VONDROUSOVA (CZE #86) 

NURIA PARRIZAS DIAZ (ESP #75) 
Head-to-Head 

0-0 
DONNA VEKIC (CRO #64) 
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Today – January 21 – is Zhang’s 34th birthday; only Siegemund is older among remaining players… Zhang is playing this 
week on a career-high ranking… Volynets defeated Kudermetova to advance to the third round, her first career Top 10 
win… With the win, Volynets has won consecutive Tour-level matches for the first time in her career… By reaching the 
third round as a qualifier, Volynets is projected to move into the Top 100 on Monday (previous career-high: No.109, Oct 
31, 2022)… Volynets is the youngest American qualifier to reach the third round at the Australian Open since Lindsay 
Davenport in 1993 

 

 

 

QUICK-HITS 
 

 Five Grand Slam champions remain in the draw – all in the top half of the draw: Iga Swiatek (3), Victoria Azarenka 
(2), Barbora Krejcikova, Jelena Ostapenko and Elena Rybakina 
 

 An additional three women have reached a Grand Slam final: Karolina Pliskova (2), Coco Gauff, and Marketa 
Vondrousova  
 

 Most Grand Slam appearances among remaining players: Azarenka (59), Caroline Garcia (43), Zhang Shaui (42), 
Camila Giorgi (42) and Pliskova (41) 
 

 By reaching this stage, Azarenka has become the 14th female player in the Open Era to win 150 or more Grand 
Slam main draw matches 
 

 Katie Volynets is the youngest American qualifier to reach the third round at the Australian Open since Lindsay 
Davenport in 1993 
 

 Youngest players remaining: Linda Fruhvirtova (17y, 273d), Gauff (18 y, 322d), Volynets (21y, 29d) and Swiatek 
(21y, 243d) 
 

 Fruhvirtova is the fourth woman aged 17 or younger in the last 15 editions of the Australian Open to advance to 
the third round, joining Gauff (15 in 2020), Amanda Anisimova (17 in 2019) and Kostyuk (15 in 2018) 
 

 Oldest players remaining: Laura Siegemund (34y, 331d), Zhang (34y, 8d – who celebrates 34th birthday today), 
Azarenka (33y, 182d), Párrizas Díaz (31y, 198d) and Giorgi (31y, 30d) 

 

[23] ZHANG SHUAI (CHN #22) 
Head-to-Head 

0-0 
[Q] KATIE VOLYNETS (USA #113) 










































































































































